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Data obtained 6y Medwin and D'Spain IJ. Acoust. Soc. Am. 79, 657 (1986)flfor low- 3% ,
frequency propagation over gravel-covered rigid planes are inverted by applying the procedure -- M P1
(J. Acoust. Soc. Am. Suppl. 1 79, S68 (1986) fdeveloped for regularly shaped protuberances. N'

~ The development is based on analytical results for a point source irradiating an embossed -
CIJ plane, and on the uniform asymptotic form of the coherent field as a Sommerfeld type wave Z0 M

system in terms of the complex error function complement (Q). Initial estimates of unknown 0

parameters are obtained by working with elementary approximations of the Q integral, and
I then used in the complete integral for refinements and final computations. The procedure

delineates the roles of interference and damping on the elementary wave components of the Q
< system, and the resulting graphs display the primary data trends.

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43 20 Bi. 43.30.GN DI r, JTION AT.MEW A
Appioved lot public ,eleas.

DisrDuUon Unblmled

INTRODUCTION (S,) of Sand the corresponding frequencies (k,,) are key to
the data reduction. Although the values used for the surface

An earlier article' applied analytical resuilts' for the c- parameters. and for the locations of the phase centers of the
herent response to a point source irradiating an embossed transducers, are not necessarily optimal, they suffice for pri-
rigid plane to interpret and invert data' for low-frequency mary data trends. In the following, for brevity, we use (2:18)
small A ) propagation over periodic or densely packed dis- for Eq. ( 18) of Ref. 2. and Fig. 4:1 for Fig. I of Ref. 4. etc..

tributions of regularly shaped protuberances. The present and the same notation as before.'
article applies the same data irxersion procedure to recent
measurements b Medwin and D'Spain' for a nmonolayer of I. KEY FORMS
tine arael ( =1. aquarium type) covering a rigid plane. The We write the total field as
results delineate the roles of interference and damping on the
elemcntar. components of the Sommerfeld type uniform T = q + U = 4Pe1 = I( 1 + Se"') , (

asynptotic representation in terms of the complex error where (PS,q.(r) represent Medwin's (PR /P,,. P/P. 6,.
function complement (Q). ,\s before. wNe obtain initial esti- p, ). and P is the sum of the source wave and its image
mates of tiitknown parameters in the surface impedance E(r) = e'/r in the base plane. We use r = (z' + p')'

- -- /) b using elementary approximations for the Q ( = n'/2 - -,, tan 7 = z/p. such that z = h, h h, is the sum
:Leeral. and then use the complete integral for refinements of the heights of the phase centers of the transmitter and

and tinal computations I based on International Mathetnat- receiver above the base plane. and p is the separation of the
ical and Statistical Routines l.ibrarv (IMSL) subroutine projections of the centers on the base. The normalized phase
MI RR( / 1. difference

As for the denseiy packed monolayer of spheres on a = [q'(p,) - (p,) I/k(p2--p,), p,>p, (2)
plane.' w\e find that the 0 k ) term of S has to be supple- I "

mented by a k term. and that i1 is Of k) corresponding to an corresponds to Medwin's incremental dispersion.
effectise loss with negligible incoherent scattering (which The field depends on the plane-wave reflection imped-
\sould require a k ' dependence'"". We obtain initial esti- ance

mates from some of the data for one set of magnitudes (S) vs i(0) = i.(0) - 0(0) , (3)
k. and use remaining S data and incremental dispersion (I) whose critical value
data for substantiation, and then demonstrate that resulting
curves for the normalized power P (vs k. range, and height) cos i = (y) = !, = ., - 71. 71;0 (4)
are consistent with primary data trends. As before for determines the Sommerfeld parameters = kr[cos(0 - d)

'.pheres.'the damped oscillatory behavior ofS data records4  - I. From (2:18),
with increasing k substantiates the originalF predictiot ofthe
interference effects of the Sommerfeld type wave compo- U (6)E(r)

cos 0 - +.(0)
nents, and emphasizes the inadequacies of a Zenneck type

wave or its radially damped modifications."'- The extrema - ik Fe ' 
( 2 . + e' (s)

Visiting from the Department of Mathematical Sciences. Loyola Univer- Q(s) = iri + 2. rie',14  e " dt . (5)
'+it+v, Chicago. I L. J
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FIG. I. Magnitude Sin (I) vs Nin kHz at rangep = 320. The parameters N
are as in (17) for all figures, and h, = h, = 0.835 for Figs. 1-7. The solid
curve is based on (5), and the dotted curves (that equal the solid at large FIG. 3. The S curves for p = 320 (top) and 200 (bottom) compared with
and small N) are the large and small s approximations (8) and (I I with Fig. 4:1 data.
'=0 (top), or (10) and (12) (bottom).

where I'= /(sin Z" + -')and the prime means differentiate
with respect to argument.

For small " and r,

sz (kr/2) "' (T + i1- + it) = s, (I + iE) ,
s, = (kr/2)/, e=(- + r)/-. (6)

Suppressing the argument 0 = r2,
I T= -(lI- T'/2) , = i --r7, T-'= -I (7)

where the leading term of is O(k) andg' is O(k 2).
For large s, as in (2:24),

Se'O( -I /)- - 1 + [2sV/(I +T')1 eiti +m/ "  (8)
S: with

1 I10 is2 zi4?o212 - Cz - k-vp i = s2,2c. (9)
N

Initial estimates can be based on the ultra simplified version
FIG. 2. Incremental dispersion / or (2) in percent between P2 = 320 and (1:13),
p, = 260. The solid curve is based on (5) and the dotted curves correspond
to (13) and (14). Se -I + Pe"' - - I + 2s,[-fei tr+ 4 , (/4)
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FIqG 4. O+erla'+ of S curvt+s+ for 1) (320, 2WX. 12+0. 60) corresponding to 0/ /

1 L!. 4: 1 The curves+ for the shorter ranges, ( the low.er cur'Nt+s at small N\)
show' less, accord with data than Fig. I for longer ranges., and mnay require
different % alue,% of h, and h,. -7

/ 0

whose damped oscillatory structure was discussed and 1. .. 10o 1.. 00graphed earlier in full detail. - For small s, as in (2:20), N

Se'(1 r ) l S' FIG. 5. The I curveN compared with Fig. 4:2 datafor (p.,,,),) (320. 260)

-- '+ s"W + /4)( r+ 2e-'4). ( 1 tohp, (280, 220) in center. and (240. 180) at bottom.

For negligibleff to lowest order in e,

Ssrr+(I - .42 (2

SZS,'lT+ S,( 1- 0% . 12) Here, V = ntv/2 is the volumetric departure from the plane
The correspondi.,g forms of I of (2) follow from (10) (the raised volume in unit area), v, is the volume of a boss

and ( 1 1). For large s, plus its image, and n is the number in unit area, 6 represents

l- [s,(p2) - s (p,)]/lk(p2 - p,) =---T2/2, (13) the dipole, - I the monopole, and y the leading higher-

and for small s, order corrections. For rigid surfaces, we require 77/= 0 for
periodic distributions and r7/= O(k 4) for incoherent scatter-

I-'(1I + 0)v rl/2( 2 + P, )k +T( I - irl4) . (14) ing by random distributions of bounded bosses," '' but

For rigid bosses on a rigid base, neither sufficed for Medwin's data. 3.
4 To include effective

losses, we investigated' -I=ACk"(l+37k2) with p
L(O) = k V( sin' 0 - I + O(k (15) = (0,2,3,4), as well as other forms. and found best accord

= kC(i +yk 2) + O(k ) , C= V(6 - 1) for = 1. Thus, as before. final computations are based on
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For known I. we work with three parameters (C.4.y) and FIG 7. ThepeakS, (first maxinumofS) and thecorresponding frequenc

obtain initial estimates from data for the extrema of S and A', vs p based on 5) compared with Fig. 4:6 data for 1 gravel.

their corresponding values of k by using (10).

I. COMPARISONS WITH DATA

The values of the parameters for the fine gravel (# 1,
aquarium type) were isolated from Figs. 4:1 and 4:2 by esti-
mations with (10) and substantiations with ( 12)-(14) were
refined by computations with (5). The values used in all -b 0
graphs are - 0

(CA,y') = (4,15,0.46),,< 10 (1 o/

b= 1.39, /5=5.75 x 10 C/

corresponding to the given value' V= 0.103 cm, and fre- /
quencies determined by N = (k /0.183) cm in kHz. All val- .0
ues we use for lengths are in cm, and C is in cm, y (and/f) in
cm', and A (and 6) are dimensionless. I

The ranges of validity in N of the simple analytical ap- I I . . . ,,
proximations we used for initial estimations (based on S) 10 10, D
and substantiations (based on !) are shown in Figs. I and 2. NORMAL I ZED FREOUENOY

The accord indicates that the simplified versions may be FIG. 8. Curve of P. I of (I) based on t5) for h, h, 0.3 compared

used for most practical purposes at r=z0. with Fig. 4.10 data (for # 1 gravel, at Z, = Z, -- 0 and p - 40) versus

Figures 3 and 4 show S data from Fig. 4:1 and thec'y A7 p 7.32N and N varying from 4 to 20 in steps of 2.
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For Figs. 1-7, we take h, = h,= 0.835 corresponding
to a tangent plane height 0.2 above the base plane plus the
radius (0.635) of the microphone transducers resting on the
tangent plane. For Fig. 8, associated with Fig. 4:10 for trans-
ducer faces parallel to the tangent plane (Z, = Z, = 0), we

-1 " take the phase center heights as h, = h, = 0.3 (which gave
better accord than 0.1, 0.2, or 0.4). For Fig. 9, we take h,

1_ __ __ =0.3 and h, ,O. 3.
2 ' ThevaluesofC 2A=2.42Xl0-4 (intheradiallossexpo-

- 'i nent) and of V. =0.2 - VzO.097 (the volume of air per
unit area below the tangent plane) preserve the sequences in
(1:53) and (1:54).
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